Method comparison studies are usually analyzed by computing limits of agreement. It is recommended that replicate measurements be taken by each method, but the resulting data are more cumbersome to analyze. We discuss the statistical model underlying the classical limits of agreement and extend it to the case with replicate measurements. As the required code to fit the models is non-trivial, we provide example computer code to fit the models, and show how to use the output to derive measures of repeatability and limits of agreement.
Introduction
The problem of comparing two methods of measurement is still occasionally approached by computing correlation coefficients, despite the fact that this has been discouraged as irrelevant and misleading for more than 20 years [1, 2] . The preferred approach is to consider the differences between measurements by the two methods, and produce prediction limits for the difference between pairs of future measurements, known as the limits of agreement.
When replicate measurements are taken with each method on each item (i.e. person or sample) measuring agreement becomes slightly more complicated. Bland and Altman [3] presented details of various approaches to adopt in this case, mainly based on calculations that can be performed "by hand". Such tedious computations are unnecessary since the underlying concept of limits of agreement is merely a prediction from a statistical model that can be fitted with modern software for random effects models. The estimates of the variance components are given directly in the program output and can be used directly to generate limits of agreement and measures of repeatability of the methods.
This has the advantage of bypassing a lot of hand-calculations and makes it irrelevant whether the design is perfectly balanced or not.
Moreover, setting up a model focuses on the implications of the exchangeability properties of the replicate measurements, e.g. whether replicates are exchangeable within each method by item stratum or only within items (paired or linked replicates).
Notation
In this paper we set up models for method comparison data with replicate measurements. The models that are needed are models where the residual variances differ by method, and this type of model is not very clearly presented in the manuals of any of the major software packages, so therefore we provide the code needed in R, Stata and SAS.
We assume the data are formatted as a dataset with four columns named:
meth, method of measurement, the number of methods being M, item, items (persons, samples) measured by each method, of which there are I, repl, replicate indicating repeated measurement of the same item by the same method, and y, the measurement.
We denote the measurement by method m on item i, replicate r by y mir .
When specifying mixed models we use Greek letters for fixed effects and Latin letters for random effects.
The classical approach
The classical setup for comparison of two measurement methods is one where one measurement by each method is taken on each item, that is, without replicates. In that case the recommendation is to compute the limits of agreement, a prediction interval for the difference between future measurements with the two methods on a new individual.
Underlying this approach is the two-way analysis of variance model:
The differences y 1i − y 2i have variance σ , and the prediction interval for a difference between two new measurements is therefore:
In practice, the term α 1 −α 2 is estimated by the mean difference, the last term is computed as the empirical standard deviation of the differences, and the 1.96 is replaced by 2 for convenience:¯d
-this is what is commonly termed the limits of agreement. This is formally incorrect as a prediction interval, since the errors in estimation of the parameters are not taken into account; formally the 95% prediction interval for the difference should be computed as:
where I is the number if items. The term t 0.975 (I − 1) 1 + 1/I is 2.05 for I = 30 and less than 2 if I > 61, so the pragmatic method gives slight underestimates of the width of the limits of agreement for small studies. This is however based on a heavy exploitation of the normality assumption of the error terms (e mi ).
There are two rather more interesting assumptions in the model:
1. The variation of the differences is constant over the range of measurements.
2. The difference between the methods is constant over the range of measurements. These assumptions are checked by making a so-called Bland-Altman plot [2] , where differences are plotted against averages of methods. Figure 1 presents data from a comparison of measurements of subcutaneous fat by two observers at the Steno Diabetes Center. Measurements are in millimeters (mm). Each person is measured three times by each observer. The sequence of measurements is not considered to be of importance, so the replicate measurements are exchangeable within person (item) and observer (method).
The graph indicates that the underlying assumptions are reasonably well fulfilled. The limits of agreement in the first graph are based on the means of repeats within item and method. These limits of agreement can only be interpreted as prediction limits for the difference between means of three measurements by both methods, which is normally not relevant. Hence we must set up a framework that allows us to address the relevant prediction question based on single measurements.
Models for replicate measurements
To determine prediction limits for differences between single measurements we must resort to a more elaborate model for our data, where replicate measurements are explicitly modeled:
This is a model where the variation between items for method m is captured by τ m and the within item variation by σ m . The formulation of this model is general and refers to comparison of any number of methods -however, if only two methods are compared, separate values of τ 2 1 and τ 2 2 cannot be estimated, only their average, so in the case of only two methods we are forced to assume that τ 1 = τ 2 = τ.
Under this model the limits of agreement should be computed based on the standard deviation of the difference between a pair of measurements by the two methods on a new individual, j, say:
Therefore the limits of agreement are estimated by:
It therefore only remains to estimate the variance components in this linear mixed model, which can be done using standard software. Using the subcutaneous fat example, we present below the code and output for the statistical packages R, Stata and SAS.
Practical estimation of the variance components

Data
For generality the dataset was set up with the variable names meth, item, repl and y. All three examples below are using this data set-up: 
R
The function to use in R is lme, but the syntax is somewhat arcane, see e.g. [6] . If the random argument in lme is a list, and the name of the first element is the name of a variable in the dataset, all terms are nested in this variable. The example here requires that the variables meth, item and repl are factors. 
Stata
The function to use in Stata is xtmixed, which is only available as of Stata version 9, [5, 7] . To calculate separate residual variances for each of the methods, xtmixed requires generation of new variables that has a unique code for each (method×item) and each (method×item×replicate) combination. Additionally, xtmixed parametrizes the residual variances, as the variance for the method with the smallest residual variance and the difference in residual variances between the two methods. Therefore we must take care to use the method with the smallest residual variance as the reference. Doing it the wrong way around produces some warning messages and estimates without standard errors. Using the var option produces estimates of the variance parameters and not the sd.s. The nocons option is required to exclude the usual residual variation term which is no longer required (output truncated to the right): ... 
SAS
The procedure to use is proc mixed [4] , and with the generic names of the variables we use the following code to fit the model (output truncated to the right):
proc mixed data = rdata ; class meth item ; model y = meth item / s; random meth * item ; repeated item / group = meth ; run ;
... Note that SAS requires considerably less fidgeting with variables than do Stata, it has a syntax that is more in line with the way models are usually specified than that of R, and it gives estimates of the parameters used in the specification of the model. No wonder that proc mixed has become a de facto standard for fitting variance components models!
Covariance Parameter Estimates
Limits of agreement
The limits of agreement based on the mixed model are shown in the right hand panel of figure 1. These correct limits are virtually indistinguishable from those based on a random pairing of replicates within item and using these item by replicate pairings as observations. We shall return to this point below.
Linked replicates
In the example above, we have assumed that the replicates were exchangeable within each method by item stratum. Sometimes, however, replicates are taken in parallel by each of the methods, which means that the values are linked by a common environment; typically time or sampling occasion.
The oximetry example
An example of this is the oximetry study, done at the Royal Children's Hospital in Melbourne to examine the agreement between pulse oximetry and co-oximetry in small babies. Many were very sick and therefore had very low oxygen saturation levels -the normal range is between 95 and 100%. Each baby was measured three times by each method; performed at three different times for each infant. There were 61 babies in the study, of these, four had only measurements on two occasions, and one on only one occasion.
Since replicates are linked across methods we need to incorporate this in the model by including an extra random effect common within each item by replicate stratum:
Recall that with only two methods we cannot estimate two separate, method-specific values of τ.
Note that the variance of the extra random effect (a ir ) cannot depend on method, but in principle it could depend on item-specific features, or some of it might be taken as a fixed effect, the latter could for example include an effect of time if replicates were taken at specific times.
When subtracting measurements by the two methods the effects a ir cancel, so under this extended model we have the same expression for the variance of the differences as before: so the limits of agreement are again:
Model (2) differs from the previous model (1) in the estimation of the variance components. The model where the replicates are non-exchangeable within method has some of the variation allocated to the item×replicate method.
It should be noted that the model with random effects of both method×item and item×replicate is a so-called "crossed" model and therefore usually will take longer time to fit.
Fitting the model
In the following we briefly indicate the code to fit the model with the crossed effects of meth×item and item×repl. The full code and the output generated is shown in the appendix.
R
The convention in the lme syntax is that when the random option is a list and the first element has the name of a variable from the dataset all the effects are nested in this. In the example below, both meth and repl are nested in item, i.e. we have meth×item and item×repl as random effects.
The R-code for fitting the model is:
lme( y˜meth + item, random=list( item = pdIdent(˜meth-1 ), repl =˜1 ), weights = varIdent( form =˜1 | meth ), data=ox )
Stata
When using Stata we need to generate a few interaction variables prior to calling xtmixed:
. gen meth1 = (meth==1) . gen meth2 = (meth==2) . gen MI = item + 100 * meth . gen IR = item + 100 * repl . gen MIR = _n . xi:xtmixed y i.meth i.item || _all:R.MI || _all:R.IR /// || MIR:meth2, nocons var
SAS
SAS has the absolutely simplest syntax -we just need to add the desired interaction:
proc mixed data = rdata ; class meth item repl; model y = meth item / s; random meth * item item * repl ; repeated item / group = meth ; run ;
Results
For the oximetry data we have the following results for the variance components, when fitting the correct model as well as the model where we (wrongly) assume exchangeable replicates: We see that failure to account for the i × r interaction only slightly underestimates the total s.d.s,
, but a substantial part of it is allocated to the wrong variance component, and so produces too wide limits of agreement.
Failure to take the replication structure into account results in over-estimation of the prediction interval for the difference between future measurements. This is illustrated in figure 2 , where the left panel shows the limits obtained using classical methods, and the right panel shows the limits derived from mixed effects models. The difference between limits obtained by using the linked replicates as items, and fitting the correct model is very small in this case, whereas the effect of using means strongly underestimates the limits and failing to take account of the replication structure in the models strongly overestimates the limits.
Repeatability
The limits of agreement are not always the only issue of interest -the assessment of method specific repeatability and reproducibility are of interest in their own right. Repeatability can only be assessed when replicate measurements by each method are available.
The repeatability coefficient for a method is defined as the upper limits of a prediction interval for the absolute difference between two measurements by the same method on the same item under identical circumstances. If the standard deviation of a measurement is σ the repeatability coefficient is 2 × √ 2 σ = 2.83 × σ ≈ 2.8 σ. The repeatability of measurement methods is calculated differently under the two models; under the model assuming exchangeable replicates (1), the repeatability is based only on the residual standard deviation, i.e. 2.8σ m ; under the model for linked replicates (2) there are two possibilities depending on the circumstances.
If the variation between replicates within item can be considered a part of the repeatability it will be 2.8 ω 2 + σ 2 m . However, if replicates are taken under substantially different circumstances, the variance component ω 2 may be considered irrelevant in the repeatability and one would therefore base the repeatability on the measurement errors alone, i.e. use 2.8 σ m . In such cases one would presumably try to model the effects of differing replication circumstances by a systematic ef-fect. Hence there is no subject-matter-free way of defining repeatability from the variance components in the models.
In the oximetry example the measurements were taken rater close in time and hence it would be natural to include the between replicate variation in the calculation of repeatability. For co-oximetry the repeatability is 2.8 × √ 3.42 2 + 2.22 2 = 2.8×4.08 = 11.4% and for pulse oximetry it is 2.8× √ 3.42 2 + 3.99 2 = 2.8×5.25 = 14.7%. Hence the upper 95% limits for the absolute difference between two repeat measurements by the two methods is 11.4 and 14.7% respectively, where as the limits of agreement (CO−pulse) are (−9.9; 14.8)%. Thus the discrepancy between the two methods is largely attributable to the rather poor repeatability of both methods.
This conclusion would clearly not have been possible without taking replicate measurements by the two methods.
Had we deemed the between replicate variation to be irrelevant, the repeatabilities would have been only 2.8 × 2.22 = 6.2% for CO and 2.8 × 3.99 = 11.2% for pulse; substantially smaller, but still major contributors to the width of the limits of agreement.
Getting it wrong and getting it almost right
In a dataset with replicate measurements there are two ways to treat the data along the lines indicated by Bland & Altman [2] which covers the situation with only one measurement per method and item:
1. Take means over replicates within each method by item stratum.
Replicates within item are taken as items.
Suppose that we have the following model (model 2) for the measurements:
Note that we are allowing the interaction between method and item to have separate variances for each method -with only two methods these cannot be estimated separately, but they can of course still be used in calculations. The random i × r interaction term is only relevant if the replicates are linked across methods (paired replicates).
In the model the correct limits of agreement would be:
The 
Averaging over replicates
If we are using means of replicates to form the differences we have (R mi is the number of replicates by method m on item i):
The terms with a ir are only relevant for linked replicates in which case R 1i = R 2i and therefore the term vanishes. Thus:
so the limits of agreement calculated based on the means are much too narrow as prediction limits for differences between future single measurements.
Replicates as items
If replicates are taken as items, then the calculated differences are:
which has variance τ , and therefore using the empirical variance of the differences in principle gives the correct limits of agreement. However the differences are not independent:
This is negligible if the residual variances are very large compared to the interaction, so the estimate of the "correct" variance based on these differences is likely to be only slightly downwards biased. If replicates are exchangeable within method by item strata it is not clear how to produce the differences -it can be done in a number of different ways since the replicates can be matched within item in several different ways. If replicates are paired at random, the variance will still be correct, assuming model (2) (without the i × r interaction term) var(y 1ir − y 2is ) = τ but again the differences will be positively correlated within item: cov(y 1ir − y 2is , y 1it − y 2iu ) = τ as the empirical variance of y 1ir − y 2is for a random matching of replicates between methods will be an underestimate, albeit not a large one. In the fat dataset (with exchangeable replicates) the correct upper limit of agreement based on the model is 0.315, the upper limit based on the numbering in the dataset is 0.312, but the median upper limit over 1000 random matchings of replicates within items is 0.309.
Conclusion
Based on this, we offer the following general advice in the analysis of method comparison studies with replicate measurements:
• Do not use hand calculations -they are overly complicated and outdated in the computer age -software for mixed models was constructed for a reason.
• Set up the correct model, taking the exchangeability structure of the data into account: If replicates are linked across methods, include the item by replicate random effect, otherwise not.
• Fit the model and use the estimated parameters (and your subject-matter knowledge) to draw conclusions based on:
-the limits of agreement between methods -repeatability of methods
• If you absolutely refuse to use modern statistical software, use (item×replicate) as items; if replicates are not linked, then make a random pairing. However, the correlations will bias the limits of agreement downward, and you will miss important information on the repeatability by not knowing the variance components. Yo u r analysis will still be suboptimal, but not a totally wrong as it would be if you used averages over replicates.
Appendix: Programs
In this section we show the total results from fitting the models to the two datasets by the three packages.
R
The R-programs are completely self-contained since the two datasets used for illustration are part if the MethComp package. 258 obs. of 4 variables: $ item: Factor w/ 43 levels "1","2","3","4",..: 1 1 1 3 3 3 5 5 5 11 ... $ meth: Factor w/ 2 levels "KL","SL": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ... $ repl: Factor w/ 3 levels "1","2","3": 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 354 obs. of 4 variables: $ meth: Factor w/ 2 levels "CO","pulse": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ... $ item: Factor w/ 61 levels "1","2","3","4",..: 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 ... $ repl: Factor w/ 3 levels "1","2","3": 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 Mixed-effects REML regression Number of obs = 258
= 11799.40 Log restricted-likelihood = 188.34884
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000 From the output (red entries) we get the following quantities: Mixed-effects REML regression Number of obs = 354
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000 
